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Straddling the cultural boundary between »Germanic« and »Latin« Europe, Belgium is not only home 

for two main linguistic groups (Dutch-speaking Flemish and French-speaking Walloons, besides a 

small German-speaking community) but has also one of the most complicated political systems in the 

world. Belgium’s linguistic diversity and related political and cultural conflicts are reflected in its political 

history and a highly complex system of government. From the late middle ages until the Belgian 

revolution and the establishment of an independent state in 1830, many battles between neighbouring 

European powers were fought on »Belgian« soil, causing it to be labelled »the battlefield of Europe« or 

»the cockpit of Europe«, a reputation strengthened by the experience of two World Wars in the 

previous century. The second half of the 20th century was marked by the rise of communal conflicts 

between Flemings and Francophones fuelled by political and cultural differences on the one hand and, 

even more importantly, an asymmetrical economic evolution of Flanders and Wallonia on the other 

hand. These subsistent conflicts have caused a far-reaching transformation of an originally unitary 

Belgian state into a federal state with openly confederalist tendencies. There is constant speculation 

by many observers both within and outside Belgium that this process of devolution might ultimately 

lead to the final partition of the country.

Despite its fascinating history and its complicated political structure, Belgium remains a relatively 

unknown entity for outsiders. A recent German introduction into Belgium, its history, political system, 

culture and economy, fills this gap. Both German and Belgian scholars have contributed to this highly 

useful introduction that sheds light on a wide variety of aspects of the country. Johannes Koll gives a 

concise overview of Belgian’s history, from »pre-Belgian« Belgium to the present. Its system of 

government, with a special emphasis on the communal conflict between the two main language 

groups, is analyzed by Claus Hecking and Belgian political scientists Jaak Billiet and Bart Maddens. 

Jan Sanders and Paul Thomes provide the reader with a brief overview of the country’s economic 

development and current perspectives. Literature and art are well represented too, in contributions on 

Flemish, Francophone and German literature, music and fine arts. Michel Dumoulin discusses the 

position of Belgium in the larger European framework. For readers with an interest in Belgian 

specialties, such as chocolates, comic, and Jacques Brel, there is a concluding chapter on »everything 

you always wanted to know« about Belgium. 

»Belgian studies« is a neglected area in the academic world. This is mainly due to the »invisibility« of 

the country and the larger scholarly attention attracted by neighbouring countries such as France, 

Germany or the United Kingdom. It is an unjust underestimation of the specificity of the country’s 

political system and its vibrant social and cultural life. Historian Henri Pirenne once described Belgium 
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as a European microcosm. His analysis is still relevant to our times. The country’s current existence 

and survival will serve as an example of growing multi-level governance in a European context.
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